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Is reading in the bathroom considered multi-tasking?

The Canada Health Act should apply in Mexico
By Tim Lynch

I

n her article about Medicare in
Mexico, Pacific Pearl March
2010, Jackie Peterson outlined a
presentation by Paul Crist where
he told a gathering of Democrats
Abroad that “Health care is the
number one issue for expat retirees.” Crist said, “As people who
have paid into Medicare all of our
working lives, and in many cases
are still paying, we are entitled to
our benefits.” He stressed that
“care in Mexico is about onethird of that in the U.S. This
would be a great savings to the
U.S. government.” Crist is encouraging grassroots campaigns
in US expat communities across
Mexico to actively lobby Capitol Hill about giving Americans
access to Medicare in Mexico.
This article begs the question:
Should expat Canadians advocate
similarly for extending health
coverage under the Canada
Health Act into Mexico?

With respect to the reimbursement of out-of-country care, the
portability clause of the Canada
Health Act (CHA) states that “the
provinces should provide payment on the basis of the amount
that would have been paid by the
provinces for similar services
rendered in the province, with
due regard, in the case of hospital services, to the size of the hospital, standards of service and
other relevant factors.” Over the
past two decades federal and provincial politicians have chosen to
ignore their obligations under this
clause for a number of reasons.
In the early 1990s US health
providers exploited the CHA
portability clause by taking Canadians with provincial health
billing numbers off Canadian
streets and treating them for various co-morbidities in the States,
then sending the bill to provincial health ministries. Consequently provinces, in particular
Ontario, reduced their liability for

this clause and Canadians were
encouraged to purchase medical
insurance when travelling abroad.
At the time travel health insurance was cheap and there was
sympathy for such a policy. The
federal government shied away
from challeng-

ing the
provinces on
their infractions of the
CHA portability clause and
there has not been any organized
opposition to challenge lack of
compliance with the legislation.
In the intervening years cost of
travel health insurance has increased, particularly for seniors.
Within the wording of the
CHA portability clause, provincial ministries of health should
pay for all hospital services received outside of Canada, particularly in much less expensive
non-US health systems such as
are available in Mexico. Instead,
each province pays varying arbitrary amounts when residents
make applications. There is no
uniformity among provincial
health ministries and there is
some indication that amounts reimbursed can vary within provinces when an initial payment is
challenged.

An opportunity exists for all
parties—Canadian expat community (patients), federal and provincial governments and Mexican
health service providers—to gain
from a win-win situation. If Mexican
hospitals were
to demonstrate
a cost benefit
delivery of an
acceptable
level of service
to provincial Ministers of Health, possibly with
encouragement from the Canadian expat communities in
Mexico, the ministers may be
persuaded to reimburse for services rendered. In addition to facilitating the needs of Canadians
requiring repatriation back home,
there may be an opportunity for
Mexican hospitals to offer to do
elective procedures for less than
they are available in Canada.
Such arrangements could reduce
pressure on the Canadian health
system as well as reduce the cost
of health care in Canada. Were
such a scenario to unfold the only
loser may be health insurance
companies.
For further background on
these issues see “Health Insurance: don’t leave home without
it” at:
www.infolynk.ca/health_care/
ITIJ-article.html and “London
UK Conference: Regulating
Travel Insurance” at:
www.infolynk.ca/health_care/
itij.html. Send comments to
tim@infolynk.ca

